PUBLIC DEFENSE DEPARTMENT[601]

CHAPTER 1
FORMS FOR MILITARY PROCESS

1.1(29B) Forms

CHAPTER 2
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES
(Uniform Rules)

2.1(17A,22) Definitions
2.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
2.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
2.10(17A,22) Routine use
2.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential record
2.12(17A,22) Release to subject
2.13(17A,22) Availability of records
2.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
2.15(17A,22) Federal records
2.16(17A,22) Other groups of records
2.17(17A,22) Data processing systems
2.18(17A,22) Applicability